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RANGES

VARIATIONS

OPTIONS

A group of the same products which contains 
variations with different sizes or colours etc.

Individual products within a range  with a specific
size, colour or type. Several variations can be in a range

Product specific information such as size, colour, style,
Brand

COMMON TERMS

MAPPING The process of linking a listing from a sales channel to a
product in the backend of your system

BACKEND The backend is a represenation of the products in your
warehouse. This includes all variations and multipacks

MULTIPACKS These are bundles or multiples of products sold together
and are linked to the single products and their stock

FRONTEND The  frontend refers to your listings. These are 
linked to the backend products 

UNPROCESSED Unprocessed orders are orders where the listing on the 
channel is not linked to a product in CCP

PSEUDO STOCK This is a false stock level which is sent to a channel. This
can be a static or dynamic figure

TRIGGERS A process which creates an action, such as sending an 
email to the customer when an order is dispatched

CATEGORIES A group of product ranges of the same type of product
such as men's t-shirts or children's toys

HOW DO I REPRINT A
SHIPPING LABEL?

From the main screen, click
on PRINT QUEUE, find the
label you want to reprint
and hover over actions and
click reprint

HOW DO I EXPORT MY
PRODUCTS?

HOW DO I PART
DISPATCH AN ORDER?

In ORDER DISPATCH, click
DETAILS and then enter
how many products you
are dispatching and then
click PARTIAL DISPATCH

From the main screen, click
on PRODUCTS and then
EXPORTS and click EXPORT
PRODUCTS. Then click
ACTIONS and DOWLOAD
SPREADSHEET


